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Address Diamond Screen Process, Inc. 
225 Bond St. Elk Grove Village,  
IL 60007  

Country USA

State Illinois

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Virtually any flat surface can be printed using screen printing method. Our company can handle a wide variety of materials. Having over 20 different
lines of ink (and all colors) available, we can basically meet any application requirement. Whether it is a metal part that has to meet MIL specs, an
outdoor sign exposed to direct sunlight for few years or a perfume bottle, we have the right ink for it. We can handle a one piece order or sample run,
or hundred thousand production run requiring quick turnaround time and daily delivery. Our equipment can handle single or multi-color printing
including 4 color process (up to 65 LPI) and protective clear coats if necessary. We have a wide range of standard colors available, but any PMS color
can be matched to your specifications.
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